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International Workshop at The Crossroad of Earth Information, 
Technology and Social Sciences -- Florence, June 2013 



The OECD is an international economic organisation 
 

• A global forum in which governments representatives work 
together to address the economic, social and environmental 
challenges of interdependence and globalisation 
 

• A source of economic statistics - provider of comparative 
data, analysis and forecasts to underpin multilateral co-
operation (www.oecd.org)  
 

• No vested interest in the space sector... But a growing and 
recognised expertise in the economics of space programmes 
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The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) - Fast facts 

http://www.oecd.org/


It starts with the numbers 

OECD Measures, 
Analyses and 
Compares 
 

• Comparable data across 
time and countries 
 

• International methods 
 

• Thorough research 
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• Origins: Call from governments and institutions for further economic 
analysis of the space sector, usefully complementing the existing 
international platforms 
 Mandate to better identify statistically the sector, and investigate its 

economic dimensions as an infrastructure for the larger economy 
 

• Steering Group Members: 8 organisations (agencies from CAN, DE, FR, 
IT, NO, UK, US, as well countries represented by the European Space 
Agency) 
 

• International cooperation: Active dialogue with major space agencies 
(including BRIC countries…), international institutions (UN, 
EUMETSAT…), academia, private sector and industry associations 
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The OECD Space Forum 



An extensive body of work: 
– “The space economy at a glance”, OECD series with statistics and indicators; 
– “OECD Handbook on measuring the space economy” 
– “Health bulletin of the space sector”  
– “Space technologies and climate change”: case studies reviewing applications 

on water management, marine resources, maritime transport; 
– “Space 2030 reports”: Prospective study on space applications with long-term 

horizon at both national and international levels. Key recommendations on 
framework conditions (+100 organisations consulted). 
 

Coming up: 
– “Monitoring major threats: the contribution of satellite technologies” 
– “Space technologies and global food supplies” (How space applications assist 

in food production, supplies and transport’s value chains) 
 
More on the OECD Space Forum activities: 

http://www.oecd.org/sti/futures/oecdspaceforum.htm  
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A growing corpus of OECD work on the 
space sector 

http://www.oecd.org/sti/futures/oecdspaceforum.htm


A changing landscape for space activities  
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More than 50 countries with spaceflight capabilities 
Number of countries which launched satellites (independently or via a third party)  

 
In 2013, an ever larger group of countries with different levels of satellite 
capabilities  and the emergence of Brazil, China and India alongside the well-
established Russian Federation (BRIC) as developers and exporters of space 
technologies. 

Source: OECD (2011), The Space Economy at a Glance 2011, OECD Publishing, Paris. 
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Why invest in a space programme? 
Examples of motivations for developing space programmes and possible developments over time 

Source: OECD (2011), The Space Economy at a Glance 2011, OECD Publishing, Paris. 



A changing landscape for space activities  
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All G20 countries have space programmes: Conservative estimates of space budgets, 2010 
Current USD million 

Note: These estimates provide orders of magnitude, as exchange rates may alter direct comparability. Figures reflect all space investments (civil and military 
budgets) including contributions to the European Space Agency where applicable. Data missing for Saudi Arabia and South Africa. BRIC refers to Brazil, Russia, 
India and China. 
1. Unofficial data. 
2. For the European Union category, only 17 countries with national space budgets are included: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. 
Source: OECD (2011), The Space Economy at a Glance 2011, OECD Publishing, Paris. 
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Institutional budgets since 2008 
Reductions in government civil and military space spending… 
only in some countries 

Canada (CSA) 
 

Brazil 
 

Japan (JAXA) 

 

Source: National data and OECD calculations, Dec. 2012 

 

Germany 
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India’s 5 year budget plans for space  
(from 1974 to 2012) 

Source: OECD (2011), The Space Economy at a Glance 2011, OECD Publishing, Paris. 

USD 4.7 Billion  
for 2007-12 



• The space sector fared relatively well so far despite the economic crisis:  
– thanks to its specificities as a strategic sector (i.e. national imperatives 

and institutional R&D funding),  
– but also because of a vibrant and more visible ‘space economy’.  

 

• The “space economy” includes commercial activities that have been 
derived over the years from the space sector’s research and development 
programmes.  

 

• Several mature downstream activities have reached mass markets, and 
include information technology products and services, such as satellite 
television and GPS receivers.  
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The ‘space economy’ as an engine of economic 
growth? 



Estimates on the generation of direct and indirect 
economic benefits, derived from space activities 
(1996-2005 period) 

      The estimated USD 175 - 
200 billion invested in 
space programmes in 10 
years (1996-2005) could 
have contributed to 
some USD 440 - 645 
billion in socio-economic 
activities? 

Launchers and satellites

USD 45 – 70 billion
Operations of satellites

USD 120 – 190 billion

Ground segment 
(hardware)

USD 50 – 60 billion

USD 225 - 325 billionDerived services

+ USD 700 billion?

Initial institutional space budgets 

Indirect 
industrial effects

Contracts to 
space industry

(USD 350 - 600 
Billion)

Social effects on 
society (cost 

avoidances…) 

Value-chain 
of space 
activities

USD 175 - 200 billion 
over 10 years

Adapted from Cohendet (2010), OECD workshop “Valuing the socio-economic 
contributions of space applications”, Paris, September. 12 
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Measuring the impacts of space investments 
The OECD Space Forum Case Studies 

 Rationale:  
o In most countries, governments increasingly require that public agencies 

assess benefits and costs of their operations, while exploring possible 
monetisation of these benefits.  

 
 OECD case studies’ aim: explore the broad economic and social dimensions 

of space-based applications 
 

 Approach:  
     Data mining, review of literature, analytical / synthesis, consultations, 

cross-fertilisation from work In the OECD Directorate for Science, 
Technology and Industry (work on the impacts of science, of R&D), other 
sectors under review (e.g. biotechnologies) and other OECD bodies 
(Environment Directorate, Agriculture Directorate etc) 

 



Objectives: 
 Explore different domains of space applications (i.e. agriculture, 

transport…) 
 Examine technical capacities of satellite technologies (current & 

expected in the next 5-8 years) 
 Review the scientific contributions from the use of those satellite 

technologies for particular fields  
 Review existing economic impacts assessments 
 Refine findings on socio-economic methodologies used to assess 

space applications 
 Give international perspectives (lessons learned from both OECD and 

non-OECD countries) 
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Measuring the impacts of space investments 
The OECD Space Forum Case Studies 
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Measuring the impacts of space investments 
The OECD Space Forum Case Studies 

Ongoing process:  
 
 Review of methodologies (ex ante and ex post) to seek 

solutions in specific impacts measurement issues and 
promote best practices down the road (input-outputs 
analysis, WTP surveys…) 
 

 Growing international database of studies on many 
applications 
 

 Growing expertise on impacts assessments, with inputs 
from different groups (panel reviews…) 



OECD International Futures 
Programme 16 

Review impacts of using space-related applications 

Source: OECD (2007), The Space Economy at a Glance 



• Causality (no direct link between a research investment and an impact) 

• Sector specificities (no one single framework for assessment) 

• Multiple benefits 

• Identification of users 

• Complex transfer mechanisms (from govt? between businesses? 
between universities and businesses?) 

• Lack of appropriate indicators 

• International spillovers (national vs. international programmes) 

• Time lags (it takes time to have an impact on society) 

• Interdisciplinary output 

• Valuation (noneconomic impacts open to subjectivity) 
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Challenges encountered when analysing impacts 
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Another challenge: taking into account satellite data 
policies (changing over time) 

Data policies for 35 land surface imaging sensors  
Data distribution policy and space agency responsible for the satellite’s sensors 

Source: OECD (2013),  with adapted CEOS data (2013) 



 Growing demand (justification for spending, more complex programmes, 
internationalisation of funding mechanisms and expected spillovers) 

 Evaluation culture and practices uneven across countries, and in some 
case across national administrations 

 Mismatch between manuals / guidebooks vs. studies’ daily realities  
(e.g. availability of primary data?) 

 Ignorance about general evaluation guidelines 

 Need to be aware of unreasonable expectations from “customers”, with 
ensuing unreasonable methodological approaches to meet these 
expectations. 
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Some pointers on space applications’ 
impact assessments (1/3) 



• The study of productivity gains often conducted 
as ad-hoc reports 
– Methodologies often vary 
– International comparability of results often not 

possible (different scoping) 
– Beware of direct transposition, often not possible 

(lack of primary data, black box effect) 
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Some pointers on space applications’ 
impact assessments (2/3) 



The best impact assessments on space applications: 
• Higher quality, when technology / scientific impacts are also 

provided (not only focus on economic & social) 
• Survey method or peer review 
• Have all the many assumptions listed (avoid black box) 
• Open tender process for assessments (competition pays off) 
 
 One useful (expensive) option is to use several 

assessment methods in parallel to test assumptions and 
the resulting impacts of a given space application or 
programme 
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Some pointers on space applications’ 
impact assessments (3/3) 



 
      It remains key to maintain the effort in building 

internationally the knowledge base on impact assessments 
to provide: 
 Sharing know-how and valid experiences (avoiding 

spending taxpayers money reinventing the wheel)  
 Evidence-based information to decision-makers and 

citizens on benefits (and limitations) of space 
applications and more generally geospatial tools. 
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In conclusion…. 



 
 
Thank you for your attention. 

 
claire.jolly@oecd.org 
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